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Executive Summary
The DOD has to maintain readiness across a
staggeringly diverse array of modern weapon systems, yet
no single person or organization in the DOD has an end-toend picture of the sustainment system that supports them.
This shortcoming can lead to bad decisions when it comes
to allocating resources in a funding-constrained
environment.

process gives us accurate, up-to-date data that we use to
support quick-turn studies, and to rapidly build (and
efficiently maintain) a suite of readiness models for a wide
range of complex weapon systems.

The underlying problem is driven by stovepiped
databases, a reluctance to share data even internally, and a
reliance on tribal knowledge of often cryptic data sources.
Notwithstanding these difficulties, we need to create a
comprehensive picture of the sustainment system to be able
to answer pressing questions from DOD leaders.
To that end, we have created a documented and
reproducible workflow that shepherds raw data from DOD
databases through cleaning and curation steps, and then
applies logical rules, filters, and assumptions to transform
the raw data into concrete values and useful metrics. This
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A reproducible and repeatable workflow provides
unparalleled analytic flexibility, but requires long-term
investment
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Readiness is a persistent challenge for the DOD
weapon systems

Specific to tactical aircraft, […]
the F-22 Raptor a shocking
[49%].

18 months later…

[...] the F-22’s mission-capable rate
actually decreased from 52 percent
in FY18 to [51%] in FY19.
https://www.defensenews.com/air/2020/05/07/the-airforce-bails-on-mattis-era-fighter-jet-readiness-goal/

Why is readiness so difficult to maintain?
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Federal government spends $400B+ / year on
operating and sustaining DOD systems

Most of the money is
spent on making
sure things work
properly

https://www.defense.gov/Explor
e/News/Article/Article/1782973/
dod-leaders-make-case-tocongress-for-budget-request/

Our goal is to tie resource decisions to readiness outcomes
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Robust
Data-Driven
Decision
Making

=

+

Demand Rate

We want to bring our suite of data-driven analysis techniques and
tools to bear on this problem

+
Flight Hours

Cross-cutting data
analyses

Correlative studies

End-to-end
simulations

No single person or organization in the DOD has an endto-end picture of the sustainment system
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No single person or organization in the DOD has an
end-to-end picture of the sustainment system
Access to data is often limited: databases are
stovepiped, and many organizations are
reluctant to share data (even within the
individual services)
Even knowledge is stovepiped: many
databases are cryptic and poorly
documented, and knowledge is often tribal.
Having the data isn’t enough, you have to be
able to interpret it.
Fixing this is a tall order: it requires a
systematic, long-term effort that crosses
many organizations and echelons of the
sustainment system, but no single DOD group
has either the authority or the analytic
capability to lead this
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We want to obtain the ground truth on real-world sustainment,
process the data, and enter it in a simulation model to get the
results

Data
Maintenance Data

?

Operations Data
Spares Data

Processing
Pipeline

?

?

Analysis
Simulation

Results

Reliability Data

In practice, this is very difficult to achieve!
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We looked data from “authoritative” databases to populate our models

ΔΕΧΚΠΛΑΤΕ
(Ο ανδ Ι λεϖελ
μαιντενανχε αχτιονσ)

ςΕΧΤΟΡ

ΛΟΓΧΕΛΛ

ΝΑςΣΥΠ δαταβασε

ΣΑΣΟΡ

ΔΛΑ ινϖεντορψ
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In reality, there is no “one-stop-shop” for data in the DOD
Ισολατεδ δατα σουρχεσ

Οτηερ δαταβασεσ

Νεεδ το χονταχτ οργανιζατιονσ διρεχτλψ

Πρε−Εξπενδεδ
Ματεριελ

ΜΝΒς

Δεταιλεδ εξαμπλε οφ δατα φλοω. Μοστ
αρροωσαρε αχτυαλλψ μαδε υπ οφ
μυλτιπλε στεπσ
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?
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?
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ϑΑΒςΧ
Ηαδηϕπ ΙΔΕ

Φινανχιαλ
Τραχκινγ

βιλλ οφ ματεριαλσ

?

ΤΕΩΕΡ

Χολλατεδ Δατα φορ Ενδ

ΘΩΕ

Raw Data

?

ΠΟΙΥΨ

ΝΑςΣΥΠ
Δαταβασε

(Εντερπρισε
Ρεσουρχε Πλαννινγ)

ΑΦΑΣΤ
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ΦΧΟΕ
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χομπονεντ
ασηορε

Αιρχρ
αλσ

(ε.γ., βομβ ραχκσ)

ΧΑΔ/ΠΑΔ

ΙΥΗΨ

Ονε Τουχη
Συππλψ

ΡΣυπψ

Αιρχραφτ
Αρμαμεντ Σψστεμσ

ΔΛΑ ΥΨΤΡ Σπαρινγ
Βυφφερ
Μαναγεμεντ Τοολ
(Ι Λεϖελ Ρεχορδσ)

ΥΨΤΡΕ

ΔΛΑ
Ρεταιλ Στορεσ?

ΤΕΡΩΩΕ

ΔΛΑ Ωηολεσαλε
Ινϖεντορψ
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Processed Data

Even after getting the data, there is no “one value” for
key metrics

Once we have the data, estimating and
calculating the inputs to the model should be
straightforward, but …

Having the data isn’t enough; you have to know what it means
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No single person or organization in the DOD has an
end-to-end picture of the sustainment system – this
drives bad decision-making
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We have built a large-scale data processing pipeline that creates
an unequaled view of the complete sustainment system

IDA

IDA

1. Collect raw data
This is currently conducted
source-by-source, with data
manually pulled by DOD
analysts

2. Curate raw data for
processing
Figure out what you need

IDA

IDA

3. Process raw data into
item-level metrics

This process draws on years of
discussions with subject-matter
We have built “nectar,” a process experts
that speeds up this surprisingly
time-consuming process
This is constantly evolving as we learn
more and add new data sources

4. Translate humanreadable files into models
Makes it possible to modify complex
models in minutes, rather than days or
weeks
The publicly-released “stinger”
software package automates this step,
and the Navy is adopting stinger for its
maritime models

This data processing pipeline has become just as important to our support
for the DOD as our actual modeling results
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Our pre-processing tools combine raw data from
different data sources to create usable metrics

Database 3 Database 4
Database 2
Database 5
Database 1
Other
Sources/
SME
Input

Our tools consolidate raw data
calculate sustainment metrics by
platform

IDA

IDA

Supply System Properties:
Inventories/allowances by site
Stock posture health
Projected wholesale due-ins
Etc.

Component Properties:
Failure rates by item by platform
Demand criticality
Abort risk
Local repair fraction
Maintenance turnaround times
Item indenture structure
Condemnation rates
Repair/procurement lead times
Etc.

Platform Properties:
System deployments
Sortie durations
Allocated sortie rates
Etc.
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Each data source requires curation and processing
before it can be used in our model
honeybee

nectar
IDA

How do we pre-process procurement and repair
contract data so that our analysis tools can ingest it?
1) Rename columns from NAVSUP and DLA data so they
align
2) Add “Repair or Procurement” column to DLA data and
set value to “P”
3) Convert dates from “Day-Month-Year” to “Year-MonthDay”
4) Convert all units of days to hours
5) Replace missing values with zeros
6) Remove entries with pre-1970 dates (these are
erroneous)

These steps are important to get right, but developing
them required little expert knowledge

IDA

What spares requisitions “count” for the purpose of the
model?
1) Remove any entry with a Project Code of 770 (stock transfer)
or 799 (change to stock allowance)
2) Remove any entry with a StsCode not equal to “COMPL,”
“CMPEB,” “CMSUF,” or “REFER”
3) Remove any entry with a requisition quantity over 10,000
4) Remove any entry that has letters (as opposed to numbers) in
the ExtendedPriceChar field
5) Remove any entry with a blank Job Control Number
6) Randomly reassign requisitions from ambiguous TEC codes
to user-supplied TEC codes weighted by the historical flight
hours of each TEC

Developing these steps required a detailed
understanding of the Navy’s databases, the overall
Navy sustainment system, and the intended use of the
model
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We need an adjudicated, trusted methodology to
overcome the balkanization of current databases
honeybee
IDA

Rules based on
expert feedback

Mean value

honeybee
IDA

Statistical best
practices

Lognormal fit
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Our first model (the Super Hornet) took a year to
build, but now we can build new models in weeks
Aegis Mk7
Mod6
Mod7
Mod9
Mod11
Mod16

Super Hornet model: Mature

Mod20
Mod24
Mod25
Mod26
Mod28

P-8 model: Mature

MV-22 model: Mature
CV-22 model: In development

SLQ-32 V6
SSDS Mk2
Mod1C
Mod2C
Mod3C
Mod5C
Mod6C

MH-60 model: Mature

EMALS
Mk41 VLS
Mod0
Mod0-15
Mod2
Mod2-15
Mod7
Mod15

E-2 model: In development

IDA

honeybee

IDA

stinger

OPUS/SIMLOX

IDA

swordfish

IDA

stinger

OPUS/SIMLOX
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A reproducible and repeatable workflow provides unparalleled
analytic flexibility, but requires long-term investment
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